WGpsNET
SOFTWARE

“Classic WGpsNET
software, version 7.x”
New control base station software release suited to:
- improve the system management;
- manage the additional functionalities supplied with the
new 7.x mobile units firmware release;
- sophisticated management of the emergency and
logistic messages application.
- centralized database in SQL Server management.

PART LIST

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

. N.01 CD/ WGpsNET software licence version 7.x,
. configuration and user manuals ( “Help on line”
manual included)
_____________

A. It’s still possible to manage lower than 6.7 firmware
release of mobile units
B. Automatic configured vehicles archive update
C. Compatibility with Windows XP, Vista, Seven Win8 32
or 64 bit
D. System requirements at least: 2GB RAM, 300GB di
of free available space on hard disk, CPU dual core,
Internet connection

MOST SIGNIFICANT FUNCTION
More features than WGps 6.6:
- New “Dock” interface to managing maps, history and travel
reports, alarm list, status window, and unit selection.
- “Dock” to view all available Front-end socket
- Free moving “Dock” on desktop, or settable in Auto-Hide
mode
- Improved interface for configuring the device.
- Management of communication channels mode: Voice,
Data, GSM, GPRS
- Management of all on-board unit family MK01, KT200,
KT200C, KT Khase and KT100 (and related equipment).
- Managing the Database in SQL Server and MS Access
- Management history tracking on Google Mapsand Map &
Guide.
- Export track history in format Exell, google earth and PDF
- Dynamic Tracing history for all available maps (play story)
- Front-end communication protocol and Client improved
- Improved usage logging software
- Configurability of the macro function
- Management of data acquisition from OBD (if the FW
perferica supports it) in combination with CAN line
- Management of 3-axis accelerometer in combination with
the basic functions of the device (if the FW device supports
it)

HOW TO ORDER
SW GPSI731H5 : Full WGpsNET software licence version
7.x for additional operator desk, 150
vehicles limitation, with maps
included.
SW LV1 I73 E50: Level1 WGpsNET software licence
version 7.x , 3 comunication links, with
maps included, 50 vehicles limitation

ATTENTION PLEASE:
If the update needs to be performed on a 6.x vers. (or 5.x),
is also necessary to modify the hardware keys
permissions (1).
The Upgrade to WGpsNET version, required Internet
connection in CBS
NOTE:
(1) Please consult KFT sales and technical support departments to get
further explanations about the hardware key update.
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